The democratization of science and technology refers to the increased involvement in these fields for those who would not normally have the opportunity or inclination due to their socioeconomic status, local environment, upbringing, or background.^[@ref1]^ This involvement can take the form of enhanced understanding of, appreciation of, benefit from, and contribution to science and technology. The impact of this increased participation is expected to include significantly improved education and training and an accelerated rate of discovery and invention in various fields. The development of cost-effective, field-portable, and easy-to-use, yet advanced, scientific tools can help to engender all of these impacts. Education can be strengthened through earlier and more universal exposure of students to such tools or instruments, allowing students to actively perform advanced experiments instead of just reading about them. As another potential broad impact, personal healthcare can be improved via consumer-level health monitoring and diagnostics technologies and especially by new tools that are not prohibitively expensive for use in the developing world.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ Furthermore, the acceleration of scientific discovery and invention can occur both through the direct involvement of laypeople in crowd-sourced research (e.g., SETI at home,^[@ref4]^ bird population counting,^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ protein folding,^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ and malaria diagnostics^[@ref9]−[@ref12]^) or simply as a consequence of the general population being more willing to allocate public funds to research after having gained a better understanding of what scientific research is, how it is done, and why it is important. Accelerated discovery and innovation will also be a long-term consequence of the increased democratization of scientific instrumentation and toolsets, where placing the entire world on an equal educational footing will expand the number of scientists, engineers, and researchers at the forefronts of their fields. A common feature of all of these expected impacts is increased self-reliance. However, while the increased confidence from being able to make one's own scientific experiments and direct observations is laudable, the role of the expert must not be eliminated. Especially in medicine, while personal monitoring, sensing, and diagnostic tools can help to provide early warnings and more frequent biomedical testing to individuals, it should not be used as a complete substitute for professional medical evaluation and care.

One opportune area for increased democratization is that of *nanoscience* and *nanotechnology* tools, which in general have been rather costly and bulky, limiting their use to well-resourced institutions. For many laypeople, nanoscience and nanotechnology can elicit awe or trepidation, partially due to media hype about the partially unknown effects of nanomaterials in the body as well as the environment. The development and wide-scale use of tools that make measurements at the nanoscale can help to better inform and educate people about nanocience and nanotechnology. Such tools will also make it possible for untrained individuals to conduct experiments in the field or even at their homes that would have previously required advanced laboratory equipment and/or infrastructure. They can also help to further expand crowd-sourced research from what has previously been primarily an online computer-based endeavor to an in-person active experimental endeavor as people conduct some experiments and research in their own buildings and/or neighborhoods.

Here, we review some of the recent progress on translating conventional laboratory-based optical nanoscale measurement techniques into tools that can help to democratize scientific measurements by virtue of their compact, cost-effective, and easy-to-use designs. The conventional laboratory-based nanoscale measurement tools that are beginning to be translated in such ways include sensing and imaging tools that allow people to determine the sizes, concentrations, and/or compositions of nanoparticles in a given sample of interest. Some of the gold standard techniques for nanoscale measurement tools include electron microscopy and atomic force microscopy. These approaches have excellent resolving power; however, they rely on expensive and bulky equipment in addition to a well-established infrastructure and can be relatively slow with low throughput. Other types of nanoscale measurement approaches include mechanical means such as oscillating microscopic cantilevers^[@ref13]^ as well as electrical means such as conductivity measurements across a nanopore that permits the flow of, e.g., nanoparticles.^[@ref14]^ These mechanical and electrical approaches can also be implemented in compact and cost-effective forms;^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ however, an extended discussion of them is beyond the scope of this review, which is focused on photonics-enabled tools.

By sacrificing some resolving power for reduced cost and increased throughput, it is possible to use optical measurement tools to gain much of the same types of information (nanomaterial size, concentration, composition, etc.) as provided by electron microscopy. Optical methods are also much easier to implement on portable devices compared to electron microscopy approaches. While several cost-effective microscopy approaches have been recently developed that are capable of making *microscale* measurements, including, e.g., imagers that are integrated with mobile phones^[@ref1]^ or are folded out of paper,^[@ref17]^ in this manuscript, we will focus on the optical designs that enable nanoscale measurements and sensing.^[@ref18]^ Examples of conventional microscopy-based optical nanoscale measurement tools include interferometry,^[@ref19]^ which is capable of measuring displacements as small as ∼10^--18^ m,^[@ref20]^ and super-resolution microscopy such as photoactivated localization microscopy,^[@ref21]^ stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy,^[@ref22]^ or stimulated emission depletion microscopy.^[@ref23]^ Examples of sensing-based optical nanoscale measurement tools include dynamic light scattering,^[@ref24]^ nanoparticle tracking analysis,^[@ref25]^ laser scattering,^[@ref26],[@ref27]^ surface plasmon resonance biosensors,^[@ref28]^ optical microcavity sensors,^[@ref29]^ and fiber-optic or waveguide-based sensors,^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ among others. While many of these techniques are bound to laboratory settings due to their dependence on expensive and bulky equipment, some can be implemented in "democratization-friendly" platforms, which we review below along with "democratic" implementations of other optical measurement schemes. We divide these democratic approaches into two categories: (i) label-based approaches that use fluorescent tags to provide specificity and increased signal from nanoscale objects and (ii) label-free approaches.

Many of the approaches that we focus on below are based around *mobile phones* and in particular smartphones. Mobile phones are one of the most readily available technology platforms that can help democratize science and technology tools globally and provide the foundation for advanced nanoscale measurements. They are undergoing a Moore's-law-like growth in their capabilities while simultaneously taking advantage of the benefits of mass production and economies of scale.^[@ref1],[@ref32]^ For example, since the introduction of the first camera phone in around 2000,^[@ref33]^ the pixel count of the image sensors embedded in mobile phones has, on average, doubled every two years by following Moore's law and reached \>40 megapixels up to date.^[@ref33]^ In the meantime, the pixel size of the mobile phone image sensor has decreased down to ∼1.1 μm,^[@ref34]^ providing higher and higher spatial resolution even under modest magnification factors. In addition to these, the number of mobile phone subscriptions has increased to ∼7 billion,^[@ref35]^ where 78% of these mobile phones are being used in developing countries.^[@ref35]^ Although much of the developing world has not yet adopted smartphones, cell phone use is ubiquitous, and as the early adopters of new technology frequently upgrade their smartphones, more and more of these used smartphones will be available, forming an expanding market for second-hand smartphones, which might further accelerate the penetration of smartphones into resource-limited settings.^[@ref1]^

Democratization of Label-Based Nanoscale Measurement Tools {#sec2}
==========================================================

Mobile Phone-Based Wide-Field Fluorescence Imaging {#sec2.1}
--------------------------------------------------

Fluorescence imaging is one of the predominant label-based methods for nanoscale measurements and characterization such as nanoparticle sizing in biological media,^[@ref36]^ virus imaging,^[@ref37]^ and many others.^[@ref38]−[@ref41]^ Fluorescence microscopy is especially attractive due to its specificity and contrast. However, conventional fluorescence microscopes are bulky and expensive and therefore not widely available for use in the field or in remote areas. Recently, mobile phone-based microscopy platforms are emerging to provide alternatives to conventional benchtop microscopes; translation of mobile phone devices into hand-held microscopy platforms relies on the creation of lightweight, compact, and mechanically robust imaging attachments that can be added onto the existing camera module of the mobile phone. These imaging attachments include optical components such as light-emitting-diodes (LEDs), lasers, lenses, and thin-film filters, all tailored depending on the application of interest. Disposable glass slides or microfluidic chips can be inserted into this opto-mechanical attachment, and in contrast to conventional imaging tools that require a desktop computer for image processing and/or visualization, the mobile phone imaging platform is able to rapidly analyze and display the captured images on a standalone and compact device, which is desired for point-of-care and field applications.

Fluorescence-based imaging modalities have been adopted on mobile phones by different optical configurations, such as Köhler illumination,^[@ref42]^ waveguide coupling,^[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ orthogonal illumination,^[@ref46]^ or epifluorescence detection.^[@ref47]^ However, the detection sensitivity of the earlier mobile phone microscopy devices has been limited to microscale specimens, such as single bacilli,^[@ref42]^ cells,^[@ref44],[@ref48]^ or microspheres.^[@ref43],[@ref44]^ Detection of nanoscale objects with mobile phone-based imaging tools has remained a significant challenge due to the limited signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of these previous optical designs.

We have recently demonstrated a new mobile phone-based fluorescence microscope design with substantially improved imaging sensitivity through suppressing background noise created by excitation leakage.^[@ref49]^ In this optical design, the specimen is illuminated by an oblique excitation beam delivered at an angle (e.g., 75°) that is much larger than the light collection angle of the imaging attachment of the mobile phone device (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a--c).^[@ref49]^ Therefore, blocking of the excitation leakage relies on the prevention of the direct excitation beam from entering the low numerical aperture (NA) imaging system. This lightweight (∼186 g) opto-mechanical attachment includes an external lens (also taken from a mobile phone camera), a mini focusing stage, and a sample chamber, in addition to a laser diode and thin-film interference filter (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a,b). Using this cost-effective and hand-held fluorescence microscope, single 100 nm fluorescent nanoparticles were imaged on the mobile phone, and their sizes were independently verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the same samples.^[@ref49]^

![Mobile phone-based fluorescence microscopy. (a) Photograph of hand-held mobile imaging device. (b) Schematic illustration of high-angle illumination (∼75°). (c) Optical ray tracing simulation of the mobile phone imaging device. (d) Cell phone fluorescence image of single CMV. (e--g) SEM comparison images confirm the detection of single virus particles on the mobile phone. (h) Virus particle intensity distribution measured from the cell phone image. (i) Cell phone-based viral load measurement. (j) Large field of view (∼2 mm^2^) cell phone fluorescence image of single λ DNA molecules that are linearly stretched. (k, m, o) Zoomed-in cell phone images. (l, n, p) Corresponding images obtained by a conventional benchtop microscope equipped with a 100× objective (NA = 1.3). (q) DNA length measured by the cell phone device vs conventional fluorescence microscope. (r) Sizing of 5 different length DNA fragments with the mobile phone device, showing a length measurement accuracy of \<1 kbp for DNA strands that are longer than 10 kbp. Panels a--i are reproduced from Wei, Q.; Qi, H.; Luo, W.; Tseng, D.; Ki, S. J.; Wan, Z.; Göröcs, Z.; Bentolila, L. A.; Wu, T.-T.; Sun, R.; Ozcan, A. *ACS Nano***2013**, *7*, 9147--9155 (ref ([@ref49])). Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. Panels j--r are reproduced from Wei, Q.; Luo, W.; Chiang, S.; Kappel, T.; Mejia, C.; Tseng, D.; Chan, R. Y. L.; Yan, E.; Qi, H.; Shabbir, F.; Ozkan, H.; Feng, S.; Ozcan, A. *ACS Nano***2014**, *8*, 12725--12733 (ref ([@ref50])). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society.](ac-2015-013812_0002){#fig1}

This simple, low-cost, and field-portable fluorescence microscopy platform installed on a mobile phone can also be used to detect various nonfluorescent biological objects or molecules via fluorescent labeling. In this context, we demonstrated the detection and counting of individual human cytomegalovirus (CMV) by using this handheld mobile phone fluorescence microscope after specific fluorescence labeling of the sample.^[@ref49]^ CMV can cause a fatal infection to immunocompromised patients such as HIV+ patients and newborn babies. Purified CMVs were labeled with primary glycoprotein B antibodies followed by Alexa 488-conjugated secondary antibodies and imaged by our mobile phone imaging device, achieving single-virus sensitivity as independently confirmed by SEM imaging of the same sample (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d--g).^[@ref49]^ Mobile phone-based virus density measurement has also been demonstrated by counting the number of CMVs captured on the coverslips from various concentrations of virus solutions ranging from 10^3^ to 10^7^ plaque forming units per mL (PFU/mL) (see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}h,i). As desired, the virus density measured by the mobile phone microscope shows a strong correlation with the virus concentration of the initial solution stock.

With a similar mobile phone-based fluorescent imaging design, we have also demonstrated the imaging and sizing of single DNA molecules that are fluorescently labeled.^[@ref50]^ As a proof of concept, λ bacteriophage DNA (48 kilobase pairs, kbp) was stained with an intercalating dye (YOYO-1) and linearly stretched on a planar glass coverslip by using a simple droplet compression method. Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}j shows a large field-of-view (FOV) cell phone fluorescence image of stretched λ DNA molecules over ∼2 mm^2^ area, which is about 2 orders of magnitude larger than the FOV of a conventional fluorescence microscope equipped with a 100× objective (NA 1.3).^[@ref50]^ The zoomed-in regions of interest (ROI) suggest that the contrast of the mobile phone fluorescence image of single DNA molecules is comparable to that of conventional fluorescence microscopy (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}k--p). The FOV advantage of the mobile phone fluorescence device allows us to measure the length of thousands of single DNA molecules in a single frame.

The length measurement of each linearly stretched DNA strand is based on a custom-developed algorithm, which estimates the length of the DNA molecules by fitting each DNA segment in the cell phone image with the point spread function (PSF) of the mobile phone device. A Windows-based mobile phone application has also been created to transfer the captured fluorescence images to a remote server, which can complete the length quantification in seconds and transmit the results back to the mobile phone. Using this cost-effective mobile microscopy platform, we demonstrated our DNA length sizing accuracy to be \<∼0.96 kbp by imaging various lengths of DNA fragments including 10, 20, 40 (T7 DNA) and 48 kbp (λ DNA); see Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}q,r.^[@ref50]^ Such measurement capability and the accuracy of our mobile phone-based fluorescent imaging device can potentially enable us to map structural variations in DNA, including, e.g., detection of copy-number variations (CNVs) or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) at the point-of-care or even in field settings.

One of the promising directions for facilitating point-of-care applications of label-based approaches is to further simplify sample preparation and labeling steps for low infrastructure settings. The majority of current labeling approaches rely on antibody targeting or other specific biochemical recognition mechanisms whose labeling efficiency is typically diffusion rate limited. In this regard, many lab-on-a-chip techniques have recently been developed to accelerate this process in a reduced volume or by enhancing mixing with controlled microfluidics. Indeed, various sample preparation protocols have been demonstrated on a chip such as cell lysis,^[@ref51]^ DNA extraction,^[@ref52]^ and amplification.^[@ref53]^ Meanwhile, novel cost-effective surface functionalization methods have been emerging such as aptamer-based ligands^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ to replace antibody binding. All of these make label-based approaches very promising for point-of-care applications in poor resource settings.

Fluorescence-Based Nanoparticle Detection on a Chip {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------

Microfluidic chips are cost-effective and compact and thus well-suited for deployment in resource-limited settings for sensing, diagnostics, and measurement applications. Microfluidic devices are frequently employed for detection,^[@ref56]^ sizing,^[@ref57]^ and separation^[@ref56]^ of nanoscale objects in conjugation with optical methods. Using a fluorescence-based labeling strategy, microfluidic platforms have been demonstrated to trap single viruses such as vaccinia virus particles dielectrophoretically and visualize the capture process by staining the viral surface lipid membrane and nucleic acids with lipophilic carbocyanine dyes (e.g., DiOC63) and DNA staining dyes (e.g., Hoechst 33342), respectively.^[@ref58]^ A dual-mode electrical and optical nanoparticle sensing platform has also been developed for multiparameter analysis of single nanoscale objects (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a--c).^[@ref59]^ This method is based on an optofluidic chip integrated with a nanopore that allows the translocation of individual nanoparticles into the imaging zone (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}a). This device measures both the transient current decrease when a single nanoparticle crosses the nanopore and a fluorescence spike subsequently.^[@ref59]^ These two parameters together with the time lag (Δ*t*) between the two signals provide a multidimensional feature index for each type of nanoparticle (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Using this device, a nanobead mixture (100 and 200 nm) or a fluorescently labeled influenza A H1N1 virus and nanobead (100 nm) mixture have been successfully classified (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c).^[@ref59]^

![On-chip fluorescence-based nanoparticle sizing and characterization methods. (a) Dual-mode electrical and optical single-nanoparticle sensing platform. (b) Electrical (top) and optical fluorescence signals from viruses (center; red fluorescence) and nanobeads (bottom; blue). (c) Classification of H1N1 viruses against 100 nm fluorescent beads with the optofluidic device. (d) Microfluidic spectrometer. (e) Fluorescence spectra of Alexa633 recorded with conventional (black) and on-chip (red) spectrometer. Panels a--c are reproduced from Liu, S.; Zhao, Y.; Parks, J. W.; Deamer, D. W.; Hawkins, A. R.; Schmidt, H. *Nano Lett.***2014**, *14*, 4816--4820 (ref ([@ref59])). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. Panels d and e are reprinted by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from Schmidt, O.; Bassler, M.; Kiesel, P.; Knollenberg, C.; Johnson, N. *Lab Chip***2007**, *7*, 626--629 (ref ([@ref60])). Copyright 2007 the Royal Society of Chemistry.](ac-2015-013812_0003){#fig2}

Microfluidic platforms have also been converted into chip-size spectrometers for spectroscopic analysis of nanoscale objects. These microfluidic devices were integrated with dispersive optical elements such as linear variable filters (LVFs)^[@ref60]^ and discrete bandpass filters^[@ref61]^ along the channel. When the nano-objects traversed along the microfluidic channel, the spectral information on the nano-objects was dispersed into spatial signals (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}d). Continuous spectra were obtained in the case of LVF^[@ref60]^ (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}e), while multispectral intensities were recorded by using a discrete set of bandpass filters.^[@ref61]^ The latter has been demonstrated to classify different fluorescent nano-objects and molecules based on the ratiometric intensities at different spectral bands. For example, using only three bandpass filters, the on-chip spectroscopic device can accurately differentiate as many as 11 commonly used fluorophores including fluorescent quantum dot 545 (QD545) and QD565.^[@ref61]^

Democratization of Label-Free Nanoscale Measurement Tools {#sec3}
=========================================================

Label-free imaging and sensing tools are important for making universal measurements of unknown samples, of previously purified samples, or of nonbiological samples where specific labels do not exist. Whereas label-based sensing often relies on fluorescence emission, label-free nanoscale measurements typically involve measurements of scattered light or of small modulations of the transmitted or reflected light. Label-free measurements can be particularly challenging because nanoscale particles tend to scatter light very weakly, proportional to the sixth power of the particle size, according to the Rayleigh scattering intensity,^[@ref62]^where *S* is the complex amplitude of the scattered electric field, *I*~0~ is the incident intensity, λ is the optical wavelength, *d* is the diameter of the nanoparticle, and *m* = *n*~p~/*n*~0~ is the relative refractive index of the particle compared to the surrounding medium.

Sensors Based on Light Scattering {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------

For particles with sizes at the upper range of the Rayleigh regime and even into the Mie scattering regime (particle sizes comparable to the wavelength),^[@ref63]^ sensors based on light scattering form a viable option for nanoparticle detection, characterization, and sizing. The most prevalent conventional scattering-based particle sizing methods fall into two categories: (1) dynamic light scattering (DLS), which calculates the hydrodynamic radius of the particles from their diffusion coefficient measured by the time-dependent scattering intensity fluctuation of the sample,^[@ref24]^ and (2) nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), which quantifies particle size and size distribution by measuring the rate of Brownian motion of single nanoparticles in solution.^[@ref25],[@ref64],[@ref65]^ Both technologies however require fairly bulky benchtop instruments.

A particle sizing method with nanometer accuracy has recently been demonstrated by making Mie scattering measurements using a mobile phone camera that is integrated into a benchtop system (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a--c).^[@ref66]^ In this case, the cell phone camera records the angularly dependent scattering patterns of the particle suspensions by imaging the Fourier plane of the sample onto the cell phone image sensor (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a). The one-dimensional radial scattering profile was then fitted with Mie theory to estimate the particle size (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b,c). An average size measurement error of 8 nm was demonstrated for 4, 6, and 8 μm diameter spheres.^[@ref66]^

![Light scattering based nanocharacterization tools. (a--c) Sizing particles with nanometer accuracy by scattering measurements using a mobile phone camera integrated into a benchtop system. (a) Schematic illustration of the optical setup and a representative angular scattering pattern recorded on the cell phone. (b) Measured (black) and Mie theory fitted (red) angle-dependent scattering intensities. (c) Expected (black) and predicted (red) particle size distributions as determined from scattering data. Panels (a--c) are reprinted under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License from Smith, Z. J.; Chu, K.; Wachsmann-Hogiu, S. *PLoS One***2012**, *7*, e46030 (ref ([@ref66])).](ac-2015-013812_0004){#fig3}

Sensors Based on Interferometry {#sec3.2}
-------------------------------

For nanoparticles in the Rayleigh regime (eq [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}), the scattered light intensity can be so weak that it is quite challenging to detect it relative to background noise without an additional signal enhancement mechanism. One class of strategies to enhance scattered signal strength is to employ detection mechanisms that have better scaling for small particles, i.e., mechanisms where the scaling exponent on particle size, *d*, is less than 6. Measuring the interference between the scattered signal and a known reference is one way of reducing the scaling exponent. In such interferometric systems, the directly measured quantity is of the form,where *R* and *S* represent the spatially varying complex fields of the reference wave and scattered wave, respectively. It can often be assumed that the reference wave amplitude and phase are constant and that \|*S*\| ≪ \|*R*\|, such that the measured signal is essentially,

Note that here *R* is a known (i.e., reference) complex constant and that both *S* and *S*^\*^ are proportional to (*I*~intens~)^1/2^, and therefore, the scaling of the signal on particle size *d* is reduced from 6 to 3. In practice, the presence of the (*S*^\*^*R*) (twin image or conjugate) term can cause difficulties and potentially corrupt measurements, but its influence can be mitigated through appropriate system design, followed by computation or reconstruction steps.^[@ref67]−[@ref69]^ The obstacle in implementing interferometric sensing methods in a "democratic" platform often lies in the combination of the reference and scattered beams in a compact, cost-effective, and robust system. This can be challenging for interferometric methods due to their sensitivity to very small changes in optical path lengths, which can result in measurement artifacts due to small vibrations or strains on, e.g., mechanical housings, among other factors.

An interferometric sensing approach that has successfully mitigated these challenges is the single particle interferometric reflectance imaging sensor (SP-IRIS) developed by Selim Ünlü's group at Boston University.^[@ref70],[@ref71]^ SP-IRIS sensors are based on common-path interferometry generated by a substrate comprising a ∼100 nm thick silica layer deposited on a silicon wafer. In this geometry, the reference beam is generated due to the reflection at the silica--silicon interface while the scattered signal is generated from a particle sitting at the top of the silica layer (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). The small path length difference in this design minimizes the influence of external vibrations or strains on the measured signal. SP-IRIS sensing has been implemented in a simple and easy-to-operate device based on LED illumination and a custom-built microscope using a 0.8 NA microscope objective, which can be used at the point-of-care for viral assays such as Ebola testing (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b).^[@ref72],[@ref73]^ Here, vesicular stomatitis virus particles with sizes of 60--160 nm were specifically captured on the sensor surface (after appropriate surface chemistry steps) and individually detected using SP-IRIS. In addition to virus detection, this approach has also been used to detect aggregates of DNA and protein.^[@ref74],[@ref75]^

![Interferometric imaging and sizing of nanoparticles. (a) Single particle interferometric reflectance imaging sensing (SP-IRIS) scheme. The signal is generated from the interference between the scattered light from the particle and the light reflected from the SiO~2~--Si interface. (b) Portable prototype capable of SP-IRIS sensing at the point of care. (c--j) Imaging and sizing of nanoparticles using lensfree holographic on-chip imaging. (c) The condensation of polyethylene glycol (PEG) vapor can be used to form nanolenses that increase the scattering signatures from embedded nanoparticles and enable their detection. (d) Nanoparticles smaller than 40 nm are visible after PEG condensation. (e) Scanning electron microscopy gold-standard comparisons for the particles in (d). (f, g) Line drawing and schematic of a "democratic" nanoscale measurement tool incorporating nanolens formation and imaging. Note that the optical fibers in this design are *multimode* and rather easy to couple light through simple butt coupling. (h--j) Nanoparticle sizing histograms obtained using the device shown in (g). Panel (a) reproduced from Daaboul, G. G.; Yurt, A.; Zhang, X.; Hwang, G. M.; Goldberg, B. B.; Ünlü, M. S. *Nano Lett.***2010**, *10*, 4727--4731 (ref ([@ref70])). Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society. Panel (b) is reprinted with permission from Reddington, A. P.; Trueb, J. T.; Freedman, D. S.; Tuysuzoglu, A.; Daaboul, G. G.; Lopez, C. A.; Karl, W. C.; Connor, J. H.; Fawcett, H.; Unlu, M. S. *IEEE Trans. Biomed. Eng.***2013**, *60*, 3276--3283 (ref ([@ref72])). Copyright 2013 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Panels (c--e) reproduced from McLeod, E.; Nguyen, C.; Huang, P.; Luo, W.; Veli, M.; Ozcan, A. *ACS Nano***2014**, *8*, 7340--7349 (ref ([@ref84])). Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. Panels (g--j) reproduced from McLeod, E.; Dincer, T. U.; Veli, M.; Ertas, Y. N.; Nguyen, C.; Luo, W.; Greenbaum, A.; Feizi, A.; Ozcan, A. *ACS Nano***2015**, *9*, 3265--3273 (ref ([@ref69])). Copyright 2015 American Chemical Society.](ac-2015-013812_0005){#fig4}

Another interferometric approach, developed in our lab, harnesses partially coherent digital in-line holography. We have used lensfree digital holography in cost-effective and robust devices for a range of applications to capture images with a high space-bandwidth product, i.e., images that simultaneously have a very large field of view (\>20--30 mm^2^) and a high resolution (equivalent to microscope objectives with NA as high as 1.4).^[@ref68],[@ref76]−[@ref80]^ These approaches are highly suited to the democratization of imaging and sensing science because their components can be quite inexpensive. The image sensor chip cost has benefited from the economy of scale for mass production in cell phone cameras, while the light sources rely on standard low-cost LEDs. Furthermore, no expensive microscope objectives are necessary. The rise of the 3D printing industry has also enabled the relatively inexpensive production of device housings even for small quantities that would be requested for use as scientific tools.^[@ref81]^ Despite the high resolution of these lensfree holographic imaging platforms, their ability to detect and measure nanoscale particles can be a challenge, depending on the choice of the optoelectronic sensor chip; for example, the holographic scattering signatures of particles smaller than ∼200--250 nm are typically lost within the background noise of the on-chip imaging system, unless a cooling system is utilized to increase the detection SNR of the imager chip.

To address this challenge and increase the sensitivity of on-chip holographic imaging, we have developed several methods of forming self-assembled on-chip nanolenses that increase the scattering signatures of nanoparticles, enabling their unequivocal detection relative to background noise (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These methods include flow-based formation,^[@ref82]^ solvent evaporation,^[@ref83]^ and film-wise condensation of thin polymer films that are stable at room temperatures.^[@ref84]^ Of these approaches, the film-wise condensation of liquid polymers (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c) has been proven capable of detecting the smallest particles, demonstrating the detection of spherical particles smaller than 40 nm (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d,e) and rod-shaped particles with diameters smaller than 20 nm using LED illumination with a peak wavelength of ∼510 nm.^[@ref84]^ The enhancement provided by these nanolenses is quantitatively well-understood, as the experimental measurements closely match the predictions of our theory and simulations.^[@ref69],[@ref84]^ Furthermore, the signal enhancement and formation of these nanolenses have proved to be highly repeatable, without false positives. All the spots identified using lensfree imaging that are strong enough to indicate particles larger than ∼40--50 nm correspond to real objects on the sample when imaged using SEM. Only when the substrate pretreatment was poorly performed, without being sufficiently hydrophilic, are there any anomalies; however, such cases are easy to identify due to an abnormally extremely dense and contiguous array of spots. Furthermore, as shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}f,g, the fabrication and imaging of these nanolenses have been demonstrated in an integrated, field-portable, and cost-effective platform consisting of a resistive heater, a liquid polyethylene glycol chamber, an LED light source, a CMOS image sensor, and a 3D-printed housing.^[@ref69]^ Using this field-portable and "democratic" lensfree imaging platform, tens of thousands of nanoparticles can be sized individually with an accuracy of ±11 nm (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}h--j).

Yet another interferometric approach for the imaging and detection of nanoscale objects is based on a Young interferometer design, where multiple closely spaced parallel coherent beams interfere as they diffract and propagate in free space, reminiscent of Young's famous double-slit experiment.^[@ref85],[@ref86]^ In this design, the parallel beams are generated from on-chip waveguides. Light from an external source is first coupled to an on-chip single-mode waveguide. While efficient coupling to single mode waveguides can be time-consuming and dependent on relatively expensive equipment, it is possible to mitigate this challenge through inefficient coupling approaches. As long as the light source provides significantly more power than required by the detector, low-cost focusing lenses and coarse positioning tools can be used to couple light to the waveguides. After coupling, the input waveguide is split into four parallel waveguides using cascaded on-chip splitters, where one of the waveguides is used as a reference wave and the other three are used as sensors, providing the potential for multiplexing. The three parallel measurement waveguides can be functionalized with antibodies for specific analytes such as biomarkers or viruses, whose influence is felt through evanescent coupling with the guided waves. The four waveguides are then cleaved to allow emission into free space. Theoretical performance using multiple wavelengths indicates that concentrations as low as 50 virus particles per milliliter should be detectible.^[@ref87]^ In a compact, field portable device, a similar approach has also been used to detect avian influenza virus with concentrations as low as 5 × 10^--4^ hemagglutination units per milliliter, where the correspondence between hemagglutination and individual virus particles can vary between 10^4^ and 10^7^ viruses per hemagglutination unit.^[@ref88]^

The interference between two beams can also occur entirely within waveguides without the need for free-space propagation. This can further reduce the size of devices providing the potential for extreme miniaturization and field-portability. For especially high sensitivity, optical microcavities can be used as sensing elements. In these approaches, an input waveguide evanescently delivers light to the microcavity, and when the wavelength of this light equals one of the resonances of the microcavity, destructive interference occurs between the light transmitted through the waveguide and the light leaking from the microcavity back into the waveguide. As an analyte binds to the surface of the microcavity, it alters the local refractive index of the material within the evanescent field of the cavity, which causes the resonant wavelength to shift. These shifts in resonance are tracked by monitoring the relative transmission through the delivery waveguide. High sensitivities are possible because light circulating within the microcavity can interact with each bound analyte molecule millions of times or more.^[@ref89]^ Optical microcavities can include microspheres,^[@ref90]^ microtoroids,^[@ref89]^ glass capillary walls,^[@ref91]^ or microrings,^[@ref92]^ among others. Of these approaches, microrings have thus far found the widest application due to their potential for lithographic mass fabrication and integration with microfluidics due to their planarity. Genalyte has commercialized these sensors; however, they are still at the laboratory scale and not yet at a truly cost-effective or field-portable stage.^[@ref93]^

Photonic Crystal Sensors {#sec3.3}
------------------------

Another resonant sensing approach is based on two-dimensional photonic crystals. These sensors make use of a surface that is structured to have a narrowband (resonant) reflection and/or transmission. At the resonant wavelength, light is coupled from normal incidence into light that propagates transversely along the photonic crystal and is then ultimately reflected and/or transmitted with high efficiency. The most strongly reflected/transmitted wavelength can be altered by the refractive index of the material adsorbed on the surface of the sensor, which interacts evanescently with the light propagating in the photonic crystal. In one transmission-based design, the detection of single particles as small as 150 nm in diameter was observed.^[@ref94]^ While this experiment was performed in a conventional microscope with a 40× microscope objective, monitoring of the photonic crystal could presumably be performed using some of the other field-portable and cost-effective computational imaging approaches presented in this review.

In a reflection-based design,^[@ref95]^ nanoparticles and layers of analyte with nanoscale thickness can be sensed by tracking the modulation of the peak wavelength of the reflected beam (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a). Conducive to democratization, these photonic crystal-based sensors can be mass-produced out of relatively inexpensive polymer materials using soft-lithography.^[@ref96]^ Furthermore, these devices can be incorporated with a grating-based spectrometer inside a smartphone attachment that correctly aligns the smartphone camera, encapsulating the entire analysis in a field-portable platform (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b,c).^[@ref97]^ This approach is sensitive enough to detect single 65 nm × 30 nm metal nanoparticles when combined with a microscope system.^[@ref98]^ It has also been used to detect and measure HIV particle concentrations.^[@ref99]^ In an alternative geometry, one-dimensional photonic crystals placed parallel to a waveguide have been used as biosensors that modulate the transmission through the waveguide upon binding of an analyte to the photonic crystal sensor (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}d).^[@ref100],[@ref101]^

![Photonic crystal sensors. (a) Appropriately designed planar photonic crystals generate a narrowband reflection whose peak wavelength shifts upon binding of an analyte such as HIV viral particles. (b, c) Photonic crystal sensing can be implemented in a cost-effective smartphone platform. (c) A photonic crystal oriented in the longitudinal direction parallel to a waveguide can also be used as a narrowband reflector that produces wavelength shift upon binding of an analyte. Panel (a) is reprinted with permission from Shafiee, H.; Lidstone, E. A.; Jahangir, M.; Inci, F.; Hanhauser, E.; Henrich, T. J.; Kuritzkes, D. R.; Cunningham, B. T.; Demirci, U. *Sci. Rep.***2014**, *4*, 4116 (ref ([@ref99])). Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. Panels (b) and (c) are reprinted by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from Gallegos, D.; Long, K. D.; Yu, H.; Clark, P. P.; Lin, Y.; George, S.; Nath, P.; Cunningham, B. T. *Lab Chip***2013**, 13, 2124--2132 (ref ([@ref97])). Copyright 2013 the Royal Society of Chemistry. Panel (d) is reprinted by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry from Mandal, S.; Goddard, J. M.; Erickson, D. *Lab C*hip****2009**, *9*, 2924--2932 (ref ([@ref100])). Copyright 2009 the Royal Society of Chemistry.](ac-2015-013812_0006){#fig5}

Plasmonic Sensors {#sec3.4}
-----------------

Plasmonic sensors form another successful class of nanoscale measurement tools. For many years, the gold standard in biosensing has been surface plasmon resonance (SPR); however, it has been traditionally limited to rather expensive and bulky instruments.^[@ref28]^ In plasmonic sensors, there is a plasmonic resonance wavelength where light in free space couples very efficiently into plasmonic waves that travel along a metal--dielectric interface. In a similar way to some of the previously discussed sensing approaches, this resonance condition shifts upon specific binding of an analyte due to modulation of the local effective refractive index with which the plasmonic fields interact. The diversity in plasmonic sensors comes from the 3D geometry and nanostructuring, if any, of the metal--dielectric interface.

A promising nanostructured format for plasmonic sensors is a nanohole array, which consists of a very thin metallic substrate with an array of small apertures.^[@ref102]−[@ref104]^ These substrates exhibit extraordinary optical transmission in that the light transmitted through the array of holes, under appropriate illumination conditions and array design, is greater than the number of holes times the power of light that would be transmitted through a single isolated hole. This extraordinary transmission occurs at specific resonant wavelengths determined by the coupling between free-space waves and surface plasmons confined to the structured substrate. When binding of an analyte occurs on the substrate or within the holes, the spectral resonances of the plasmon mode and the transmitted light shift. Monitoring the transmission of these nanoaperture arrays provides compatibility with lensfree holographic on-chip microscopy platforms similar to those discussed above, and field-portable and cost-effective plasmonic reader devices have already been demonstrated (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}a--f).^[@ref105]^ In the work reported in ref ([@ref105]), the analyte was not discrete nanoparticles but instead layers of proteins with an effective thickness as small as 3 nm. In another assay, the measurement of the refractive index of bulk liquids, the minimum detectible refractive index change was of the order 10^--3^ refractive index units (RIU).^[@ref104]−[@ref106]^ The detection is performed by monitoring the loss in transmission of an LED initially tuned to the peak transmission wavelength of the nanohole array. To improve the sensitivity by approximately a factor of 2, ratiometric measurements of two color channels with wavelengths located on either side of the initial resonance can be used in parallel to interrogate the nanohole arrays.^[@ref106]^ Earlier, virus detection experiments had also been shown on a similar plasmonic platform at concentrations in the range of 10^6^--10^9^ plaque forming units (PFU) per mL.^[@ref107]^ In addition to the imaging/sensing device being cost-effective,^[@ref68]^ the plasmonic substrate/chip can also be cost-effectively fabricated in parallel using high-throughput UV lithography.^[@ref106]^

We should also note that plasmonic sensors need not be structured in a regular array or uniform fashion. Nonperiodically structured arrays can be used to provide multicolor information in multiplexed assays^[@ref108]^ and to increase spatial resolution or to perform pixel super-resolution.^[@ref109]^ These irregular structures produce diffraction patterns that are specific to both the location of the object (e.g., a fluorescent emitter) and the illumination wavelength. Through a one-time calibration procedure where a narrow beam is scanned across the nanostructured substrate, the correspondence between diffraction patterns and object location (lateral) and wavelength can be determined. Then, when an unknown sample is placed on the same substrate, individual particles or emitters can be computationally imaged/reconstructed and localized with subpixel level resolution on a chip through, e.g., a compressive-sampling approach, even though the raw diffraction patterns of point-emitters are quite large and overlap significantly.^[@ref109]^

![Plasmonic nanosensors. (a, b) Hand-held nanosensor device that includes a light source, plasmonic nanohole array chip, and image sensor chip. (c) Close-up of a nanohole array. (d) Simulation of electric field hot-spots and transmission through the chip. (e) Transmission spectrum before and after the binding of an analyte. (f) Measured response from a single nanohole array before and after analyte binding. (g) Nanostructured plasmonic grating sensor with an embedded quantum well light source. (h) Lensfree imaging of CD4 cells labeled with gold nanoparticles. This technique works as an imaging cytometer by modulating/altering the diffraction patterns of cells that are specifically labeled with particles. (i) Spectra of CD4 cells before and after labeling with gold nanoparticles. The gold plasmon resonance can be seen as a peak around 600 nm. Panels (a--f) are reprinted with permission from Cetin, A. E.; Coskun, A. F.; Galarreta, B. C.; Huang, M.; Herman, D.; Ozcan, A.; Altug, H. *Light Sci. Appl.***2014**, *3*, e122 (ref ([@ref105])). Copyright 2014 Nature Publishing Group. Panel (g) is reprinted with permission from Lepage, D.; Jiménez, A.; Beauvais, J.; Dubowski, J. J. *Light Sci. Appl.***2013**, *2*, e62 (ref ([@ref110])). Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group. Panels (h) and (i) are reprinted with permission from Wei, Q.; McLeod, E.; Qi, H.; Wan, Z.; Sun, R.; Ozcan, A. *Sci. Rep.***2013**, *3*, 1699 (ref ([@ref113])). Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.](ac-2015-013812_0007){#fig6}

It is also possible to embed light sources within a plasmonic sensing chip for further miniaturization and democratization potential. Jan Dubowski's lab has done this by fabricating quantum well nanostructures underneath a nanostructured metal layer (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}g).^[@ref110]−[@ref112]^ The quantum wells are excited either through electroluminescence or photoluminescence, and the emitted light is coupled into surface plasmons on the metal layer. Due to nanostructuring on the surface, these surface plasmons can couple into free-space radiation that can be used to make measurements. Similar to other plasmonic devices described earlier, the spectral characteristic of this free-space radiation is highly dependent on the effective refractive index of the material within the evanescent field of the substrate. The sensitivity of these devices has been shown to be quite high with a limit of detection of 1.5 × 10^--6^ RIU.^[@ref110]^

Another way in which plasmonic effects can be harnessed is through optical coupling to individual metallic nanoparticles in solution, which can now be obtained commercially at relatively low cost. In this approach, light is coupled to localized surface plasmon modes instead of the propagating surface plasmon polariton modes that were the underlying phenomenon in the previously discussed plasmonic sensors. Nonetheless, metallic nanoparticles also exhibit optical resonances in absorption and scattering, whose wavelengths depend on the size and material composition of the nanoparticles. When nanoparticles aggregate, the effective size of the nanoparticle becomes larger, shifting the resonance wavelength. Wei et al. have utilized this effect using wide-field lensfree holographic on-chip microscopy to differentiate between CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells on a chip (Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}h,i).^[@ref113]^ The relative counts of these subpopulations of white blood cells are important in diagnosing AIDS and determining the efficacy of antiretroviral therapy (ART). By using different nanoparticles functionalized for each cell type, it is possible to distinguish such cells, whereas without labeling, these cells are optically indistinguishable, regardless of the spatial resolution of the optical microscope that is being used. Furthermore, the clustering of nanoparticles bound to specific receptors on the cell membrane shifts the plasmon resonance such that these clusters are readily discernible from dispersed/unbound nanoparticles in the solution, even when those dispersed nanoparticles are at relatively high concentrations in the background. Machine learning was also used in this work^[@ref113]^ to further improve the CD4/CD8 classification accuracy, achieving an average accuracy of ∼95% using Au and Ag nanoparticle labeling of CD4+ and CD8+ cells, respectively. Overall, this on-chip technique is equivalent to imaging cytometry as it modulates and accordingly changes the diffraction patterns of different cells that are specifically labeled with particles.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

Here, we have reviewed some of the recent developments in the democratization of optical nanoscale measurement tools based on fluorescence imaging, light scattering, interferometry, photonic crystals, and plasmonics. These emerging devices and techniques are becoming more cost-effective, portable, and user-friendly, providing new opportunities for researchers and citizen scientists, especially in the developing world, to perform advanced measurements and experiments that can globally help to accelerate the rate of discovery and invention and also improve higher education and training of the next generation of scientists and engineers. As we are just at the cusp of these new technologies, the widespread adoption and distribution of devices have thus far been limited; however, we expect rapid growth in the near future. One of the enabling components of rapid expansion in the distribution and adoption of many of these technologies will be the cost reduction involved in fabrication. Soft lithography approaches such as nanoimprint lithography^[@ref114]^ are particularly attractive as they provide a route to scalable, cost-efficient, and "democratic" mass fabrication of structures with nanoscale precision such as those required to make the sensors based on photonic crystals or nanohole arrays. Furthermore, we expect that, as the technologies surrounding mobile phones, image sensors, and 3D printing continue to mature, there will be further reduction in cost and fabrication complexities of these newly emerging nanoscale measurement tools. As Richard P. Feynman once noted:^[@ref115]^ "*There is plenty of room at the bottom*", especially for democratization of nanoscale imaging and sensing tools.
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